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Kashmir is the northern most state of India. It is also reffered as the Switzerland of Asia. Kashmir
tourism allows you to come and explore the crown of India where natural beauty is said to be
blessed by God. Srinagar the capital of Jammu and Kashmir is known for its canals, charming rows
of house boats and Mugal gardens etc.  Srinagar lakes are the reasons why city receives so many
tourists all the year round. Not just expense of water, the lakes is filled with lovely authentic
houseboats, villages, narrow water canals, lotus and vegetable gardens and houses and shops.

On Srinagar tours one can witness the life on lakes on a Shikara. One can book a Shikara for the
whole day and go for sightseeing to the Nishat Garden, Nasim Bagh, hazrat bal Mosque, Pathar
Masjid and Shah Hamdanâ€™s Shrine while having picnic on the boat. Srinagar travel also takes you to
the Mugal gardens where the garden follow a standard pattern with central channel carrying water
through the descending terraces in a delightful series of cascades, falls and pools. Shalimar Bagh is
another attraction of Srinagar tours; the garden is built in four terraces with traditional water channel
running down the middle. These beautiful gardens of Mugal timeâ€™s still hold great importance and
among the most important attractions of Srinagar. Chasma Shahi another Mugal garden measuring
just 108 meters by 38 meters has a fresh water spring which is very reputed to have medicinal
properties. The garden comprises of three terraces, an aqueduct, waterfalls and fountains. The
Nishat Bagh is another lovely garden with 12 terraces representing the 12 signs of zodiac is largest
among the all, which descend gradually and seem to almost merge into the lake. It is situated at the
banks of world famous Dal lake in the back drop of Zabarwan hills is the most common garden of
Srinagar tours.

Kashmir tourism offer you various travel packages for Srinagar tours that are value for your money
to the crowning glory of India. It facilitates the individual to do real time advance booking for a
marvelous Srinagar travel. So if you want a break from your busy schedule then book your holidays
now and experience once in a lifetime opportunity to visit lost paradise and be a part of  Srinagar
tours and create memories that can be cherished throughput your lifetime with your loved ones and
friends.
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Selina Taylor - About Author:
Author is an associate editor for a Srinagar travel. Get all possible information about a Srinagar
tours and srinagar holidays. Get discounted deals available on Srinagar Holiday Packages at
MakeMyTrip.
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